**Song 5: Greece is the Word**

**SOLO 1:** There are so many groovy things that we got from the Greeks:
*(HH YELLOW)* Comedy and tragedy and even words we speak.

**SOLO 2:** I could tell you all of them but it would take a week.
*(HH BLUE)* And though it all may seem absurd;

**Both:** Greece is the word! ACCEL

**All:** So you see there really is so very much to learn.
What is an Acropolis and what's a Grecian urn?
Everything is Greek to me so Greece is my concern.
Why don't you take a turn? For … Greece is the word! ACCEL

**STAGE RIGHT RISERS**

| Ai yi yi yi, everybody dance.          | Dance, dance, everybody dance.          |
| Ai yi yi yi, come and take a chance.  | Dance, dance, come and take a chance.   |
| Ai yi yi yi, stamp and clap your hands.| Dance, dance, stamp and clap your hands.|
| Do the Grecian dance along with me!    | Do the Grecian dance along with me!      |

**STAGE LEFT RISERS**

**SOLO 3:** From them came Olympics and the first democracy,
(or small group?) Not to mention Baklava and even botany.
Architects and algebra and sweet Antigone,
I think it's plain to see… Greece is the word!

**All:** So you see there really is so very much to learn.
What is an Acropolis and what's a Grecian urn?
Everything is Greek to me so Greece is my concern,
Why don't you take a turn? For … Greece is the word!

*(repeat 3 times)*

**GROUP 1**

| Ai yi yi yi, everybody dance.          | Dance, dance, everybody dance.          |
| Ai yi yi yi, come and take a chance.  | Dance, dance, come and take a chance.   |
| Ai yi yi yi, stamp and clap your hands.| Dance, dance, stamp and clap your hands.|
| Do the Grecian dance along with me!    | Do the Grecian dance along with me!      |
| Do the Grecian dance along with me!    | Do the Grecian dance along with me!      |

**GROUP 2**

(Curtains)

**LIGHTING:** BLACK OUT

(Curtains)